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I . The Four Periods of Christian Development in China

Christianity in the forms of Nestorianism, Roman Catholicism and Protestantism has

experienced a history of over 1200 years in China. The beginning of this tirneline can be traced back

to AD 635, when Nestorianism entered China during the Tang dynasty. The timeline as related to

these thiee periods nlns to 1840 when the Opium War took place between the United Kingdom of

Britain and China. Within this long period, there have altogether been thlee highest peaks and

lowest Valleys.

The fiist highest peak and lowest valley; In AD 635 Alopen arrived in Chang’ an, the capital

of the Tang dynasty, with his Nestorian monks. In AD 845 the Wu Emperor of the Tang dynasty

destroyed Buddhism because of its strong threat to the government. Nestorianism was also destroyed

that same time. Thele were 210 years when Nestorianism developed well and thele were 426 years
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when Nestorianism was persecuted or forbidden. The world then developed slowly, and because of

undeveloped technologies and geological difficulties there was not much communication and

exchange between the East and the West.

The second highest peak and lowest valley; In 1271 the Mongolian Yuan dynasty was

established in China and in 1580 of the Ming dynasty Jesuit missionaries were allowed to live in

Dadu (today' s Beijing) , the Capital of the Yuan dynasty. The highest peak year was in 1368 when

the Yuan dynasty was overthrown. There were 97 years when Nestorianism developed well and there

were 212 years when Nestorianism was forbidden or destroyed. During the Ming dynasty the door of

China was closed. However, the European countries had showed their strength in politics,

economics, cultures and religious faith, after the great geological discovery of North - America. In

addition to the above, the communication technologies had also been very much improved, thus, it

was difficult for China to keep herself isolated from the other part of the world. The valley period of

212 years was much shorter than the previous valley period of 426 years.

The third highest peak and lowest valley;This took place in 1580 when the Jesuit missionaries

were allowed to live in Dadu (today’ 5 Beijing) and in 1840 when the Opium War took place

between China and the UK. The highest peak year was in 1723 when the Yongzheng Emperor of the

Qing dynasty came into power; he started to forbid Roman Catholic missionary works in China.

There were 143 years when Christianity developed well, and 117 years when Christianity was

forbidden or destroyed. Because of the following elements, in the context of globalization China had

much more difficulty in keeping herself isolated from the other parts of the world; (1) Foreigr

political and economic power became stronger and stronger; (2) The strategy and power of the

Roman Catholic and Protestant Christian missionary works became stronger and stronger; (3) The

gap between China and the European countries became bigger and bigger. Finally it was difficult to

forbid Christianity in China, although some bitterness had appeared in the encounter between

Christianity and China.

Among the whole 1205 years from 635 to 1840, the period of the high peak was 450 years, and

that of the low valley was 755 years. They occupy respectively 37 ,3 percent and 62,7 percent, (D

The fourth period started from the Opium War in 1840 and we today are still experiencing this

stage. In the 18”‘ century, many Chinese had been converted to Christianity, and Christianity had

contributed to China in many areas. Contributions had taken place, for example, in political

modernization, democracy, thinking liberation, scientific and technological development, equality

between men and women, modern education, medical care and charity, etc. Meanwhile this period

also witnessed many persecutions and anti -Christianity movements.

The de-facto context of contemporary China can be described with a metaphor of a

flying dragon, which has one-head, two-wings, four-feet and one-tail. The head is the authority of

(17 Dong Canglin 2007; long yu xhangdt (Dragon and God) , Cnllin; Guanpri shim. daxue cllubanshe, 73 -75. Huang Esaluo 20121

Daguoxne mm zhong dc Imnyu xueshu duthua xherrzue (The Sino — Christian Academic Dialogcal Theology m the light of the Great Guoxue) .
Beijing: Minzu chubsnshe, 186 -137
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government, which leads and influences almost every aspect of Chinese spirituality, culture,

ideology and religion. The four feet are four types of elements. They are; (1) Chinese original

indigenization such as Confucianism, Daoism and folk religions; (2) Universal types of elements

such as secularism, materialism and pragmatic ideas, human rights, etc; (3) Foreign originated

but contextualized elements such as Buddhism and Marxism; (4) Foreign original elements which

are still in the process of contextualizing, such as Christianity and Islam. In addition to these four

feet, there are more newer and smaller elements, which are like hairs of the tail. All these elements

can be divided into either being of Chinese origin or foreign origin, and are likened to the two

wings. Such a division of origin has again become a way of thinking, considering Chinese origin as

loyal and foreign origin as potentially hostile. (3 In contemporary China, Christianity is living within

such a context, which has many challenges and also opportunities.

1] . The Characteristics of the Number of Chinese Christians

Regarding the number of Christians and clergies in China, the following data is worthy of

attention. 37

In AD 840 when the Wu Emperor of the Tang dynasty persecuted Buddhism and Nestorianism,

there were around 2000 Nestorians in China.@ But most of the Nestorians then were foreiyi

immigrants, and very few Chinese local people believed in Nestorianism,

In the 12th century of the Mongolian Yuan dynasty, many Turkestan people believed in

Nestorianism, and there were about 200 000.

In the l9th century, during the Qing dynasty, there were about 200 000 Roman Catholic

Christians. In 1807 when British Robert Morrison arrived in China as the first protestant missionary,

and until 1839 there were about 100 Protestant Christians in China.

In 1860, there were about 300 000 Roman Catholic Christians, and only several hundred

Protestant Christians. Most of the Westem missionaries then were living in the coastal area, and

there were only two Chinese Protestant pastors.

In I900, there were about 100 000 baptized Chinese Protestant Christians, and there were

around 3500 Western missionaries in China. There were about 800 000 Chinese Roman Catholic

Christians.

In 1920, there were about 500 000 Chinese Protestant Christians, and there were about 8000

Western missionaries in China.

(2 Huang Euoluo 2010;“ Cong Oulnei Shljlao urrr. Ivcian zhanggun ruanshili dc dtlgummc" (The Great guoxue, which Shows the sun
Power at China, in the Perspectives of Europe and vtmh America) , in Zhongguo Shehm Iwrue baa (Review of Chinese Social Sciences) , No.
es, volume13 Haiwaiban.

201 1 .

fin example, professor Zhu Donghua errrrr Tsinghua lfnivelsity, chh...
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ln 1902 the Finnish Mission Society started to send missionaries to China. Pastor P
'

Parviainen left China in 1953 as the last Finnish missionary who had lived for several years in

Communist China even after 1949 when the People’ s Republic of China had been established.

Since then Western missionaries have been totally officially forbidden to do evangelical work in

China. In that time when Parviainen left China, there were about 700 000 or 800 000 Protestant

Chinese Christians, and 20% of them were indigenious congregation members, who did not have

any relationship with foreign Christian organizations. There were then about three million Roman

Catholic Chinese Christians.

In the period of the Cultural Revolution (1966 -1976) in China, Christianity was persecuted

very seriously, and many Western Christians worried that Christianity had been destroyed totally in

China, However, recent facts show the opposite, since the amount of Chinese Protestant Christians

grew 6 times to reach about 5 million. Since in that period the Christian Church was closed

oflicially, many Christians met secretly at home without any official registration, thus, the House

Church was born.

Today, in the 21st century, the number of Chinese Christians is a disputed issue. Three of the

numbers are famous-, According to the Chinese government and the Chinese Christian Council there

are about 23 million Protestant and 8 million Roman Catholic Christians in China. According to

David Aikman and overseas Christian organizations there are 100 million Protestant Christians.

According to many academic scholars there are about 50 million Protestant Christians in China. 3)In

any case, the Chinese Christian church, especially the Protestant Christian Church in China is one

of the most fast growing churches in today’ s world.

Through the above observations we may notice that the amount of Chinese Christians was

growing the most during three periods; One was during 1900 — 1930 when the anti — Christian

movement was happening. Another was during 1949 -1976 when Christians were persecuted,

especially in the Cultural Revolution. The third has been since 1980 until today, when political

persecution has become less but secularization is becoming more and more serious in Chinese

society.

1]]. Three Challenges and Three Opportunities for Christianity in

Contemporary China@

© The aiue sink of Rellgolls iii China in 2010, by the Chinese Aeuereiiiy nt siieiiii suieiieee. Inniiiiie of Weird Religions has
published a data that there are 23 millions of Protestant Christians ln China in 1008 -2010. This is close in the ofiicial dare offered by the

Chinese Gvvefllfllent and Chinese Christian Council. ROIIIBH Catholic chnniiine weie llol iiieludea in this data.
® This part is abstracted rioni an afllcle of mine. Huang Baolllo 1012:“ zrshiji l1flh)'|l yujrn lhong yingnan oengniiiin de l1inyLl xueshu

lsllellxue 1l1l guujiu" (The Collélruclloll of sine — chniiieii Academic Theology, Wl1lCll ilieuhr be iii the zrih century iii chine) , “ Christianity and

21" Celllury chiiui coiireieiiee“, The 5th roiuiii of Chinese Theology, August 22 ~24, 2012 In Gmlon - cuiiwen Theological seiniiiuiy.
aoeiiin, USA.
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Based upon the above characteristics of the stages and numbers of Chinese Christianity, we

may foresee that, the existence and development of Chinese Christianity has important meaning to

Christianity in general and to the whole world. In order to investigate the challenges for

Christianity, we need to have a clear sense to realize and to distinguish what the real problems are.

lhave summarized these problems as three kinds of challenges, and proper resolution to these

challenges will change them into great opportunities for Christianity to develop herself in China. ®

The first challenge and opportunity is political theology. Chinese political reality requires

Christianity to face and solve political problems in the Chinese context, otherwise, there will be

many difficulties for her to exist and to develop. How should Christians deal with this’!

On the one hand, it is necessary to understand the philosophical essence of Chinese politics.

Chinese politics require all religions, philosophies and cultures to have two kinds of functions; they

are both in offering legal apologetic argument for the contemporary political authority and in offering

help to maintain stability for the contemporary political authority. In the contemporary Chinese

political context, Christianity needs to deal with the relationship between Christian faith and radical

aggressive leftist atheism. Historically speaking, Christianity and its theology should deal with two

issues; One is the negative and bitter memory resulting from the relationship between Christianity

and Western imperialism or colonialism since the period of the Opium War in 1840 and the Korean

War in the 19505. (9 The other issue is the worry of the Chinese political authority that Western

political powers harm China (or the Chinese authority) through Christianity. These two issues relate

directly with the existence and acceptance of Christianity in China. Christian theology needs to

investigate and clearly state the relationship between Christianity and these ideologies or political

movements historically. Misunderstandings should be distinguished out with academic method,®

forgiveness should be asked for mistakes and these mistakes corrected so as to do away with the

unnecessary worries. In addition, Cluistianity should also deal with her relationship with Chinese

Confucianism, which may become a political issue through the influence of populisms One such

example was that in 2010 some Chinese Confucian professors opposed a Christian Protestant church

® seine pettpie C0lI5Itl€I that politics, culture and the llevelvplnelll of the cllllrtll hes-snit are the esxeltcfs and difiicultres his the
contextualrratron of Christianity in chins. FD! example, Mon zhnngjinn 2012: “liduyiao zhonggrlahua Lle iisiiiiisn ji ,-isnyi" (The oitrisuitiss and
Suggestion ttu the Chinese Colttexlusllzzitlun tit ciiiistiuiiity) , in zhniigguo miiisit mi (Chinese Nationality Dally) .2012 -04 - 17.

® Recently some radical sggiussiys atheists have distiginssi with the contemporary chiiisss ufiicial policies of Open Door and Refmm;
they have been tiying to critlcme all Ieligluus research and teaching in universities il\)llI political and lIIIl(mfllI5l p€r£peLll\'e>!.

® 1-iuung Enoluo 2011; “Qusnniuhus Xm Iidujrao dui zhongguo xiiigyiiting zhi shurao dc yi-ngitinng" (The influence of Christianity to
the Formation Oi chins‘ s iiiisge in the Context of Globalization) ,iii Li Ling and Zeltg oingiuti ed. Zhanggrta xitiisznitiuti rhiye xia deiumhut yu
ihehui (Church and Society in the Perspective or Chinese Modernism), Shanghai l'ElIlll|lI Cllllballshe, 32 -33.

1:0 rmtesttti Chen csiiuii his studied the Ielalionslup between lllitatslollarlei snti Uplum trade. siiti ilk: his Cotrecletl iiiiiiy
misunderstandings calrceming this history. Referring tn Chen cniyun 2012; wiiiggun shunininn shi Llrri wanqing yapisn msayi dc tnrdrl yu
itingtiting" (Tile Attitude unti Acllnn tit Biitiih missionaries to opiuin tulle iii the late oing dynasty) , in Irv1er1wtwvmI]ounwl ti/stun - Western
stinzi-ss, no.2, 91-106.
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to be built in Qufu city, the hometown of Confucius. ‘E

On the other hand, it is necessary to understand the theological and philosophical essence of

Christian politics, thus, it is important to investigate the relationship between Christianity and

politics theoretically from the viewpoint of dogmatics. Christianity does not exist either in order to

offer apologetic argument and interpretation for any political authority, or in order to maintain

stability for any political authority, since her final aim is loyalty to the Triune God and the Kingdom

of God rather than any society or system in this earthly world. Thus, Christianity should not be

bound to any actual political ideology, authority, government or power. This is the basic principle

and essence of Christian political theology and philosophy. In reality, Christians should be as

shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves. Christianity should hold on to her role of prophet in

proclaiming Truth; meanwhile Christians should find a proper and innocent role in the real Chinese

context in order to fulfill this prophetic responsibility through serving. Neither should the roles of

prophet and that of serving be ignored. It is crucial to remember that Christian basic doctrine

concerning politics is to obey the existing authority instead of joining in a revolution for the sake of

attaining power (Rom 13; 1 — 7, 1 Tim. 2;] — 2, Titus3; 1

between Christianity and politics, in the current day it is not always a tension between Christianity

and Chinese politics, since cooperation or compromise is always possible without essential harm to

either.

The second challenge and opportunity is cultural contextual theology. It involves three key

conceptions here; contextual theology, cultural encounter and cultural identity.

The so-called contextual theology® refers to theology, which is to face the challenges from a

certain context with the power of the Gospel. It relates to the attempt at indigenization, through

which a certain theology adjusts to a cultural tradition. As far as contextual theology is concerned,

Christianity needs to construct a Sino — Christian Academic Theology in China, which is a Christian

@; in December 22. 2010. some Confucian scholars 1.3.1 published a public 1..... entitled "Zunzhong rhnnghua wenhua shengdi,
tingjian quill Yejran jrantnng—C~uanyu Qufu .1..n.... Yeyiao .1..,1.....nug .1. yijianshu" (To honour Chinese Cultural Saint Place and 5.... Build
Christian Church .n Quiu—.-\ Opinion letter e..n.e.u.n.; Building u Chnstian Pt1I|estanlChurch 1n Quin). 1 1.... vmtlen an article commenting
on this issue. Huang Baoluu 2011 . " Cong quatnqiuhua shiye zhong de .1ugu.xue 1.. km Qulu deng nu... xuanyanxhu“ (Qufu un.1 other Confucian
Declarations in .1.e1.,;1.. of the Great Cuaxue)in x..,.-.. _.....1..... (c..../....-.... Post), no. l70;later there are three articles criticizing my male.
Hanxurg 2D11;Dur ‘Cong Quanqiuhua shiye zhong de daxue 1.. 1.... Qutu deng rujia >manyar13l1u' de hurying (A response .0 Quru and other
Confucian Declarations 1n the 1151.. Dflllfi Crest Cuoxue) , u. Rufm ynubaa (cm...-1... P...) no. 1713. sun Tieqi 2012, 'c..ng qunnqilrhua shiye
de daguoxue 1... kan Qufu .1eng nu... xuanyanshu' yiwen .1.....g cuntar de wenti (The problems 1.. the amcle Qufu .u..1 other Confucian
Declarations in .1.e1.,;1.. of the Great Cuaxue) , in R..,'.-.. youbao (Carrfiuian ,u....), no. 170,75 -33.

oz Stephen 11. Bevans 1.... mentioned five types 0! wu.ex.uu1 theology; translation model, antlrmpological model, pnxis model,
synthetic model and rmnscendental model. cf. Eevans, Stephen 11.1992. Model: ../c.....e......1 n.e..1..g,,1~1e..~ Yurk; w1..y1.nu11,o.1.1. Books,
3.10. Ahonen. ms... A 2003. Lahem yum‘... ,.t.2.a,....... Kokomukvallaism lillwlysheuuyluzen u...7....... 1a1.e......:.. mltevueereen. 1<..1.....
tutkimnskeskuksa1 jrllkaisrlja s4. 1,~....1.y1t, CummerIrs;29. Chinese theologians 1...... been .....1n..g on indigenization, ie. , 1.... .0 adjust the
Gospel with Chinese .n..1u.......1 cultural n.o.1e1. Kenu, limti 1993. Kaflmvditu Ieologian .uz/.a1...1...2.,sn<sJ 131 ,Hel><in .. 12. Yang Huilin and
s... X|aol12004; "Hanyu shenxue de chujing hua uq. wcnti 11n.;yu", in J.'.1u;..... 3.. xhanggrm .....=..1.....s (ct...-n.-.....-._v and c1..-...... mlture),
2004 ,z27 - 234. cr. .1... v1 ang Xiaochau 1992. Jidujiao yu dim wenhua (Christianity un.1 Imperial Culture; Chinese c1.ne..uu Apologetics in
the Seventeenth Century and Their Latin Fatristic Equivalelrt) , lzidemfinll.
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theology in the context of Chinese language and culture, The aim of such a theology is to express the

comprehensive essence of Christianity through rational expression, emotional statement or mystical

description and other possible means so that it may be understood and even be accepted by the

audiences in the context of Chinese language and culture.

The so-called encounter of cultures refers to the encounter between two or more cultures, and

here the methods of exclusivism, inclusivism, pluralism and particularism should be especially paid

attention to. 13 As far as Sino — Christian Academic Theology is concerned, it is important to notice

that the contemporary context of Chinese is like a metaphor of a flying dragon, which has one hand

(political authority), two wings (Chinese and foreign elements) and four feet (the Chinese,

universal, originally foreign but already Chinese contextualized, and foreign origin and still in the

process of Chinese contextualization). In such a context, Christianity should deal with the head,

Chinese elements and other originally foreign elements.

The so-called cultural identity refers to the essential characteristics which make a specific

culture itself. If a culture is based on theistic revelation, for the perspective of humanism, the

identity of a culture is the result of its development through various stages in the history of the

society. Thus, from the viewpoint of humanism, the model of every cultural development is the

interaction between interior and external elements, as well as powers. On the one hand, a certain

culture needs to criticize its own tradition prophetically; on the other hand , a certain culture needs

to learn from and absorb positive elements from foreign cultures, In the lack of any aspect of the

above two sides, a cultural model will not be able to face the challenges so as to fall into the danger

to be eliminated, Strictly speaking, humanism cannot result in an absolute identity of any one

culture, since every culture is the result of a mixture of various elements from local and fcreiyr

cultures through the long history of development in society. Only theistic revelation or theism can

result in a claim that a culture is based upon God or the metaphysical background is absolutely

correct and non — changeable. However, some nationalist Confucian scholars face a self —

contradictory situation between their theory and practice in dealing with the encounter with

Christianity, One the one hand, this viewpoint rejects the identity of Christianity as the absolutely

correct one, since it emphasizes that according to humanism no cultural identity is absolutely

correct. On the other hand, this viewpoint considers Confucian identity as the one, which should

not be changed essentially, since if so, there would be no real Confucianism anymore.

In order to explore the relationship between Christian and Confucian cultural identities from the

perspective of cultural encounter and contextual theology, Sino — Christian Figurist theologyg and

the issue of building a protestant church in Qufu city® may be studied as two important cases.

is Huang Baoluo 2012: nngmne xhiye zhang de ham xuexhu duthua xhemcue (The Sino - Christian Academic Dialoical Theology in
the light of the cm. CuL1xue),Ee'ijing: Virnzu chrlhanshe, 153 -177.

ii; cr, Huang Baoluu 2010: " Hanyu suoyin snenxnrona Faguo Yesulruishi xujiang Limadou zhihou wemmng duihua de yatnan“ (Sino
—Ch'rist'ian Figunst Thealogy—A study an the crvilrzarion dialogue continued by French Jesuits after Matteo Ricci) , in Jnurlml uf Shenzhzn
University (Humanities and Social Sciences) , No. 1, 2010, r -10.

ujs The opinion 1ene.-, dispnlrrtiuns between Paulos Huang (Huang Bnnluo) and Han Xing, snn Treq-i have been referred to above.
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The third challenge and opportunity is the pragmatic function of Christianity. From a

humanistic and especially a pragmatic perspective, Christianity needs to explore what kind of

influence it can have in the secular society. Many people care about neither political nor cultural

interest, but they do care about the potential continuous influence of Christianity coming from a

secular perspective. 53 Therefore, through the following metaphors invented by myself, I emphasize

three issues that relate to the secular influence of Christianity within contemporary China.

First, Christianity may help China overcome the negative influence arising from selfish

capitalism and fromthe Levithan of Bureaucracy. As far as the development of social economics ,

capitalist free market economics is like a wild horse without a rope; since it seeks selfish benefit

blindly, it can bring certain economic and material development to human society. Free market

economics and capitalism are a powerful weapon, which may bring great blessings to human kind

and stability to society once it is properly connected with Christianity, as the history in Europe and

North America has shown. Max Weber has explored the relationship between the Capitalist spirit

and Protestant ethics. 53 However, once it is separated from Christianity, capitalism may bring much

damage to society and human kind as the history since the Enlightenment Movement has shown;

capitalism and free market econonrics may result in imperialism and colonialism. Christianity can

play a role of limiting and controlling capitalism and the selfish free market wild horse to a certain

extent so that the stability of society can be attained. But Confucianism and the Chinese traditional

value system have difliculty in playing such a role of relating to capitalist wildness. 33 In

contemporary China, it is important to employ Christianity to balance capitalist free market

economics so as to take advantage of its good side and to avoid the negative influence of it. On the

one hand, Christianity may help China overcome the blindness of the capitalist wild horse, that is,

its potential of harming Chinese economic development. On the other hand, Christianity may help

China overcome the negative influence of the Levithan of Bureaucracy; the negative influence can be

harmful towards economic development and can cause social corruption. In secular and pragmatic

aspects, it is important to explore and to develop the positive influence of Christianity to China.

Second, Christianity may help China overcome the negative influence of populist

democracy which tries to flatter the will of all. As far as the social system and principle are

concerned, the continuous development basis of European and North American societies is rooted in

the non-corruption of government and the limiting capacity of law as related to capitalism and to the

Levithan of Bureaucracy. Christianity does not only emphasize that Christians should be obedient to

® Huang Bnoluo 20l2;"Jidumng11ao xinyang duiyu slielrui zhixu de yiyi" (The srgiiilcance of Cnnmsnny to Chinese social order) .
presented In Beijing rennn 2012; The Harmony of cin lions and Prosperity for AllP1rnel (Session 11 Faith and Society: spinniel Mtecnnns
01 Global Age) . November 1 -4, 2012. Huang Baoluo Z0l2;“Cong xinlianxue shijino larkan Jrduwngiiao xrnyang dulyu zhongguo shetrui zliixu
de yiyi" (The significance nt Christian faith to Chinese social order from the perspective of New Sinolagy) , presented in Renmin University of
China, Noveinbei 3 -5, 2012 In the Third Sirrology Conference 2012.

03 Weibo lllu, Chen Ping yi 2007; Zxbemhnyijingshzn _vu ziyijiun lunli [Capitalist spirit and Protestant einies] , xi’ an: Shtmnxi sniten
dnxue cl-iubanslie, “Bianzhe xu", 1; »9.

03 Ibid. , 21 -27.
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governmental authority but also denies the existence of perfection in any government or any secular

authority, thus, within a situation of stable obedience, government is under supervision of God and

the democratic supervisional institutions. In the Christian tradition, government has been described

by Hobbes as a Leviathan, which can bring blessings but also may harm the common people. ‘9

Later, through thinkers such as John Lock and Rousseau,® law in the democratic system has

become a rope to control the wild selfish horse of the capitalist free market, controlling the

Leviathan so as not to harm people. In this way the continuous and stable development of Europe

and North America has been achieved. However, law can control only people‘ s bodies rather than

their souls, thus, law only has a linrited positive influence on economic and social order. Why?

Since democratic law is separated from Christianity and is related only to humanist rationality, the

democracy which originally sought for the General Will becomes populist in nature, seeking only the

Will of All; thus, only the majority is important, and truth itself becomes more and more invisible

and less important. @ This is the main reason which today causes the European and American

societies to be stable in the material aspect but empty and uncertain in the spiritual aspect. Thus,

democracy and law are powerful weapons. Once they are connected with Christianity, the populist

negative aspects of the Will of All may be limited and controlled so as to be transformed into a

seeking of the General Will in accordance with Truth. Therefore, in the sense of system

development, it may offer a platform for peaceful transformation. When democracy is separated from

Christianity and from the seeking of the General Will, it may be connected with violence, populism

and the simple opinion that the majority is correct. Thus, such a model cannot bring peaceful and

continuous transformation to societies, and it is impossible to avoid the damage of dynastic

revolutions. (3

Third , Christianity may help China return to the universal horizon (Tianxr‘a/All Under

Heaven) from a narrow-minded national country by offering transcendent spiritual power.

As far as the spiritual aspect is concerned, the continuous development of a society needs a

metaphysical spiritual latitude. Christianity has experienced persecution in the beginning stage of

her birth , becarrre the state religion of the Roman Empire, and has been challenged by humanism,

especially rationality and science. Gradually she has been limited into the private area of human

lives; within contemporary Western countries, she has become like an instant cardio — reliever pill,

which is not used everyday but works very well in the crucial moments such as in the event of social

® Huobusr Ihu, Li Sifu and Li Yanbr yr 1985, Lr'wzimrr [The leviathan] , Beijing; Shangvm yrnshugrlan. Zhao Drrnhus 2001 ,X¢aug

zlwxue jiamhi. Beijing rlaxue chuhanshe 203 -209.
® Luake zhu, Ye Qiiang deng yi 196312/rengfirlurr (xurpialt) , Eeijin

xifanyhexue yiaoyanshi bran 1932;.“/orig zhexue ywanzhu xutuuiu (Xiajlran). Bei
erme em, Beijing daxue chuhanshe, 252,231 -233.

@ Rousseau has distinguished general will im the will of all. er. Zhao Dunhua Z00l;Xr_‘favvg zlwxne Mum, Beijing daxue
chubanshe, 232 -253.

@ Taking law ax example. only when law should be believed in can it be respected and obeyed m practice, otherwise it is difficult to
establish law. Cf. Haluode Eoeftemun zhu, Lisng zr.;p...,; yi 1991, mm _«.. songino (law and Relryon), Srrnlran shudiun.

Shangvm yinshuguan, 57 -53. Beijing duxue Ihexue xi

, Shangwu yinshuguan, 72. Zhao Dunhua 2001. Xrfang
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chaos caused by a Tsunami or terrorist attacks. Faith in God as such a pill is contrary to narrow —

minded humanism and secularism, and has positive significance in limiting the wild horse of

capitalism and the bureaucracy of the crazy Leviathan (as a rope and a cage). And we may learn

much from this to find a proper solution to the Chinese context. 3 In order to avoid the aggressive

danger of a social Darwinist wild horse of humanism, relativism, nihilism and populism in

contemporary China at a time when Confucianism is employed to construct the soft power of China,

it is necessary to connect it with Christianity in many aspects so that Confucianism may explore the

traditional concept of its Tiunxia (All Under Heaven). This can be done so as to adjust it to the

contemporary globalized context, and connect the concept of Tian (Heaven) with the universal

concept of God in Christianity. 93 Uniting the two concepts may offer very much help to China in

facing the globalization challenge and the requirement of continuous development by offering a

metaphysical basis,a concrete vision and plan for China’ s development.

In summary, Christianity can play many positive roles in China. For example, the Christian

metaphysical perspective may be useful in solving the misunderstanding of humanism (especially

that of narrow — minded rational natural science) and the problem of cultural identity. ® And such

an attempt may help China in gaining the capability to face the challenges posed by post - modern

desconstructionism, relativism and nihilism.

43 Huang Eaoluo2Dl2;"Jidu1ong'iao xinysng duly“ sineiiiii Zllixu dc yiyi" (The Significance of Christianity to the Social Oldcl’ in
China) . presented in Nave. 1 -4, 2102 Beiiiiig raiiiiii 2012. Peking University.

«gt siin Xiallgflllen 2010, “xiinie siye xin nlxllc idnniini ziiiiiiiixing yingyoii iie jige waiiii" (SCVEHLI latitudes fur Confucianisl

Ti-innriinnniiini in the Perspective of eslern siiidies), in Zhang Zlllgallg, Yin Jun ed. Z010;Xinyung yn men - - - Qudnqfuhltd xhidat rte
jingrhznfaruz (Faith and Responsibility) , Beijing: Zollgixlo wenhiiii ciiiitinnsiie, 270 -271. mi Dali2D06 “ ‘ Tianxia idngwnng, plsu yniize de

Zli qllahilll yii inonggiio iiniini minzu gutljial yishi iie ihengeiieng” ,in Shiiiejing/i yii dwllgzhl, 2006, No. l0:V/LI Zengding 2005 : “Cong guojia
ciiangfnii htlllxlfl: Zhongglla giiiini hanxiuguan de dangdai yiyi" ,in weiiiiiiiig deIxq'r'e—XImngg1uz lxqiirlg _]IlEql yllmu de iiigiie, Beijiugzkcnmin

eiiiiiiinine.
as Descartes, rieiia ind Karl Man: are sucll einiiiipies, eiiin emphasime the Wnltelnng of human subjective identity.
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